I N A N OT H E R CO L L A B O R AT I O N W I T H D U S T I N
- a new pop-up workspace has been set up at Clarion Live in Malmö
CLARION HOTELL MALMÖ LIVE 2021-05-31
Since September 2020, two pop-up workspaces have now
been decorated at the Clarion hotel chain in collaboration
with IT specialist Dustin, Götesson’s and David Design.
The first Dustin Business Suite was created at Hotel
Clarion Sign in Stockholm and now it’s time for Hotel
Clarion Live in Malmö to get a designed and stylish
workspace.
These workspaces have been created for hotel guests, people
who do not have the opportunity to work from home and
temporary visitors in the various cities who quickly need access
to a workspace with an inspiring environment. This is the second
of a series of pop-up workspaces that will be created in the
future at the Clarion hotel chain in different cities.
On these pop-up workspaces, Götesson’s and David’s
design has placed great emphasis on creating an ergonomic,
comfortable and stylish interior.
Furnishings from Götessons
At Clarion Live, there are 8 equipped workplaces, including
ScreenIT A30 table screens and The Lightning. The soundabsorbing house Half a Hut with associated seating furniture is
also on the surface and works just as well as a room divider and
a workplace. Some iQseat chairs as well as several Office Ballz
to sit on are also placed where it is possible to turn the backrest
into a table. There are also a number of acoustic products such
as Sound Off Cloud, Off the Grid with Tiles EcoSund and Plant
Divider with a lot of plants from Götessons
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Furnishings from David design
In addition to the equipped workplaces, there are bar places with
the bar stools Lean4 bar where you can also have a little shorter
meetings at. Products that David design has contributed with
are the classic tables Arena, Opi and To go as well as the chair
classic Skift Plus by Lars Hofsjö and Portia Lounge designed by
Superlab.
Visit gotessons.se and daviddesign.se to take part in the product
range.
No booking
Dustin Business Suite is now available and does not need to be
booked to use.
About Gotessons
Gotessons was founded 1984 and have since then developed
and been able to offer a complete range of work environment
solutions, focusing on office spaces. With Europe as their main
market, they secure ergonomic, functional and well design
complete solutions for the customer. In 2019, the company was
acquired by the investment company Accent Equity as majority
owners. Accent Equity will support the board and continue
supporting the partowners in their journey with a high growth,
as well as accelerating the company’s international expansion.
Gotessons Group also includes affiliate company A.M. Acoustics
since 2015 and David design AB since 2020.
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